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It is a dream of every student to get into the best jobs after passing out from the colleges, after
finishing their education. Students take every bit of care during their studies to ensure that they are
selected by the best companies in different fields. Not only are these careers financially rewarding,
but they have a variety of opportunities that can be beneficial for the students in the long run. It is
with a lot of effort that students will succeed in entering into these companies because the
competition if quite high. Since a number of students are of the same thought and mindset,
everybody wants to be at the best levels. BHEL or Bharat Heavy Electrical Limited, CSC and HCL
are some of the best companies in India as well as outside.

Over the years, these establishments have created a niche place for themselves in the competitive
market and are presently employing many thousands of employees on a global scale. They have a
variety of achievements to their credits and have been hailed as the best in their respective fields.
So, it is obvious that the students will seek out these opportunities for making a prospective career
and will not leave a chance to get into these companies.

BHEL â€“ leading the core of Indian economy

The company of Bharat Heavy Electrical Limited is a major public sector industry of India and has
diversified into a wide range of activities in Renewable energy, power generation and transmission,
transportation, oil & gas, etc. The company employs about 50,000 people in different levels and in
different sectors of its functioning. Even, the job profiles of the BHEL careers are quite diversified
with recruitments in MBA, finance, engineering divisions going on, in a regular basis. Various offices
of BHEL recruits people in different capacities which gives people from all over the country, an
opportunity to build prospective BHEL careers.

HCL â€“ Genesis of technological empowerment

Since its beginning in 1976, the company of HCL has grown exponentially to become a leading
technological solutions provider of India. There are aspects covering R&D in technology, enterprise
and applications, remote infrastructure management, BPO services, systems integration, hardware
management, and telecom products, where people can build HCL careers. Over the years, HCL
technologies and infosystems have helped a lot of employees to improve their future prospects by
working their way up the ladder and establishing themselves in commanding position in the
company. With operations spread out in the whole of the world, the employees are supported with
comparatively better pay and exposure to the best working environment in the whole country. The
strong team of about 90,000 employees is a proof of its wide spread popularity and preference of
HCL careers among the jobs aspirants.

CSC â€“ making a mark in IT solutions

In todayâ€™s world, there is a great competition among the software companies to establish their
supremacy, which is actually quite tough. In these conditions and circumstances, CSC has
established itself as a leading software solution provider and is providing people with CSC careers
in large numbers. With an employee base of about 91,000 that the company has, it is a proof of the
popularity that the company has made for itself.

Careers in the world renowned companies are a dream of many students. With the career
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opportunities provided by HCL, CSC and BHEL, they get to live their dream life in terms of standard
of living and also professionally.
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